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Seismic Response of Axially Loaded Pile Group
Takaaki Kagawa
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, Wayne State University,
Detroit, Michigan

This paper presents a numerically efficient procedure for evaluating seismic responses of an axially loaded pile
group.
This procedure was used to clarify the impact on pile-group responses of employing different levels of
soil-pile compatibility conditions.
This study clearly demonstrated that the limitations and shortcomings of
adapting relaxed soil-pile compatibility conditions are not negligible for pile groups with relatively small
spacing ratios and with soil stiffnesses constant or decreasing with depth.

INTRODUCTION
Structure

Piles have been used satisfactorily to improve
the foundation performance under static load.
Pile foundations are also subjected to cyclic and
dynamic load from various sources such as winds,
earthquakes, traffic and blasting.
Therefore,
evaluation of dynamic stiffness and damping
characteristics of pile groups has always been
a key design factor for pile foundations.
Dynamic response of pile groups has been studied
by a number of investigators in recent years by
employing various forms of elastic wave propagation theories, such as (1) mathematical solutions to soil displacements and reactions using
wave equations (Liou and Penzien, 1977; Gyoten,
et al., 1981; Kagawa, 1983), (2) plane-strain
approximations of soil displacements and soil
reactions (Nogami, 1979; Sheta and Novak, 1982;
Ettouney, Brennan and Forte, 1983), (3) Green's
function approach combined with the boundaryelement method (Kaynia and Kausel, 1982; Davies,
Sen and Banerjee, 1985; Lee, Kog and Karunaratne,
1987) and (4) the finite element method (Wolf and
von Arx, 1978; waas and Hartman, 1981).
These
studies have provided numerical techniques and
data to quantify the dynamic pile-group interaction for linearly elastic soil-pile conditions.
A widely accepted procedure for evaluating the
pile-group interaction effects involves two
subsystems, Fig. 1; a) a superstructure with piles
and b) soil layers with cylindrical cavities
created by extracting the piles. The stiffness
(or flexibility) relations for the superstructure
and the piles may be determined by the standard
structural
analysis
method,
and
the
loaddisplacement
relations
for
the
cylindrical
cavities may be obtained from a flexibility
analysis.
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cavities without loading.
This is repeated for
the locations of all cavities.
These soil displacements represent the additional soil displacements due to pile-group interaction.
The
flexibility relation derived in this manner may
be coupled with those of the superstructure and
the piles to obtain the dynamic responses of the
entire system.

Figure 2 shows a typical procedure for evaluating
the relation between soil reaction and pile
displacement for a cylindrical cavity of soil
medium.
In this figure the soil medium is conveniently represented by finite elements resting
on a rigid base. The soil layers are excited at
selected levels one after another to compute the
soil displacements at all the other cylindrical

Construction of the flexibility relation for the
soil
layers
is
a
time-consuming
process.
Therefore, previous studies on dynamic pile-group
responses assumed that the soil reaction at a
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ANALYSIS PROCEDURE
Introducti on
The dynamic response of a structure with a pile
foundation in Fig. 1 can be obtained by a) first
independe ntly determinin g the dynamic stiffness
of soil
a structure with piles and
matrix of
layers and then b) combining these two dynamic
stiffness matrices and solving for responses of
the combined system.
The stiffness matrix of a structure with piles
will be determined in this paper from a standard
dynamic
the
and
element technique,
finite
stiffness matrix of soil layers will be evaluated
from a flexibilit y analysis by applying a series
of ring loadings to an axisymmet ric dynamic finite
element model of horizonta lly layered soil medium.
Dynamic Soil Movements
The soil medium will be assumed layered and level
with constant thickness and it will be assumed
linearly visco-ela stic. The dynamic equilibriu m
of the soil layers can be establishe d from the
following wave equations in the cylindrica l
coordinate s:

o· !
ow
ow ,
I o\
(/\+?G)- -- ?G - - + ?G - - = p - .

given depth is always uniform in the circumferthis
pile although
direction of a
ential
assumption is never satisfied except for single
Implicatio ns of this potentiall y
pile cases.
critical assumption are discussed and evaluated
below for a two-pile group.
The displaceme nts of the second cavity produced
by a uniform ring loading applied to the first
cylindrica l cavity need to be evaluated to derive
Displacem ents of the
the flexibilit y relation.
soil medium attenuate with the radial distance
The displaceme nts
from the center of the cavity.
of the second cavity at a depth are not uniform
in the circumfer ential direction; displaceme nts
at the outer sides of the group tend to be smaller
Such deviations
than those at the inner sides.
are expected to be larger for piles with shorter
distances, for piles excited at higher frequencie s
and for pile groups with larger number of piles.
To reduce the computatio nal efforts for deriving
previous
however,
the flexibilit y relation,
studies on dynamic pile-group responses considered the soil displaceme nt at the center of the
neighborin g cavity to be the representa tive
This
displaceme nt of the cavity at the depth.
simplifica tion is equivalent to neglecting the
circumfer ential variation of the soil reaction
and to enforcing the soil-pile displaceme nt
compatibi lity only at the center of the neighboring pile; a relaxed soil-pile displaceme nt
Use of such a relaxed
compatibi lity condition.
soil-pile displaceme nt compatibi lity condition
is expected to have significan t impact on various
aspects of pile-group interactio n, including for
example 1) pile-group stiffness, 2) load distribution among piles, 3) stresses in the soil
medium around piles, and 4) coupling between
vertical and horizontal vibration modes.
A numericall y efficient method is presented in
this paper to clarify and quantify the magnitudes
of these influences and to fully evaluate existing
numerical methods for dynamic pile-group interaction.
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1\ and(; are the Lame constants of soil; p is the

mass density of soil; and 11.! and u are the soi 1
displaceme nts in the radial, circumfer ential and
vertical directions . The Lame constants 1\ and(;
in this paper are complex numbers with their
imaginary parts representi ng the material damping
of soil.
A number of previous studies have demonstra ted
that the horizontal displaceme nts produced by the
vertical vibration of a pile have negligible
Therefore, Eq. 1 will
effect on its response.
be simplified to:
Cl,.u
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The soil reaction to an axially loaded pile in
a group varies in the circumfer ential direction
0 to satisfy complete soil-pile displaceme nt
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compatibilit y. Such variation will be represented
by a Fourier series involving symmetric and
antimetric modes.
Similarly the soil displacements will also be represented by a Fourier series
with symmetric and antimetric modes as:
u

=

L II ;,''
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u ~~ cos 11 0 + u ;·, ~; 1 11
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For the entire soil layers consisting of I layers,
Eq. 8 is summed up to yield:

CI A. I - w 1 I \ I I +

Let us first consider the soil displacement s
caused by the loading applied to a pile.
Such
solutions are represented by the first term in
Eq. 4.
The second term u ,, representing the
free-field soil response will be obtained later.
With Eq. 4 Eq. 3 reduces to:

{u }

..... (6)

in which I \ I= I \ 1 •• \ ,, ], the interpolatio n function
matrix with \ 1 = I - ·.11/ 1 ' 1 and \" = ·.111 1' 1, and
{1T'};,' 1 and {ll''} 1' 1 =the vectors containing the
displacement s of the top and bottom of the i-th
layer for the n-th symmetric and antimetric modes.
1
// ' ' is the thickness of the i-th soil layer.
Discretizatio n of Eq. 5 may be conveniently
accomplished by for example the Galerkin method
as:
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in which u 1' 1 = the soil displacement within the
i-th layer, 1 0 = the radius of the cavity, and
111'(1 0 )1
a
diagonal
matrix
containing
ofl;/ 1(1,· 11)12<1 ,.,,with j ranging from I to I. The
shear stress in Eq. 12 will then be lumped at the
layer interfaces by performing the following
integration:
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in which A 1' 1, 1;'' 1 and p 1' 1 are the Lame constants
and the mass density of the i-th soil layer. By
integration Eq. 7 yields the following dynamic
equilibrium equation for the i-th layer:
+
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For the soil layer system in Fig. 2, Eq. 5 can
be conveniently discretized by the finite element
method with the displacement s of the i-th soil
layer approximated by:
cu:l.u;;)=l.\ ]({17'>'' 1.{17'} 1' 1)

}

in which the matrix I 11 (1) I, = a diagonal matrix
containing /I~/'(A 1 r) with j ranging from I to I,
{a}, and {~}. = the unknown displacement vectors
of the soil layers for the n-th symmetric and
antimetric modes, and {u "}
the free-field
displacement s due to seismic shaking. The unknown
displacement vectors, {a}, and {[)}", will be
related below to layer-interfa ce stress contributions to obtain solutions to ring loading.
For this purpose the shear stress along the
cylindrical cavity within the i-th layer will be
first computed as:

..... Ci)

rl·.'

I) { u } = { 0

This quadratic eigen-value equation for the wave
number k yields /.I eigen values, of which I eigen
values
with
negative
imaginary
parts,
A,(;= 1.',-' ..... 1), will be used below since they
satisfy the condition of radiation (Sommerfeld,
1949). Equation 10 also gives the correspondin g
mode-shape matrix 1¢I·
The free-field soil
movements due to seismic shaking, {u ,,}, can also
be obtained as a solution to Eq. 10 with A= 0.
The layer-interfa ce displacement s can then be
represented by summing up the contribution s of
all the modal responsei as:

I)

"
in which u ;1 and u ~~ = the displacement amplitudes
for the n-th symmetric and antimetric modes,
//~ 1 (A1) =the n-th order Hankel function of the
second kind, and A is the wave number to be
determined.
The vibration is assumed to be
steady-state with a circular frequency of u~ and
u ,, is the soil displacement caused by seismic
shaking.
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The layer-interfa ce stress contribution s in Eq.
13 can be summed up for all the layers as:

The layer stiffness and mass matrices, I" 1''', I \II'''
and Ill ] 1 ' 1, are given in Eq. 9, and {o' };,''and {o' };,''
represent the vectors containing the layerinterface stresses for the n-th symmetric and
antimetric modes.
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where the force amplitudes in Eq.14 are given by:
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Therefore, from Eqs. 11 and 15 the soil displacements caused by the ring loading at 1 = 1 , and
by seismic shaking are obtained as:
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in which the matrix li (r) L, is a diagon al matrix
contain ing //;,~'(F,,r)/[l,·,ff;,·~\(1, 1 1 ,,)-llll;, "'(h,l ,)!1 nl
and I I I = I <P 1- I I 8 1- I •
Dynami c Equilib rium of Pile
and
A pile will be assume d linear ly visco- elastic
it will be modele d by the standa rd finite elemen t
The dynami c equilib rium of a pile may
method .
nted as:
represe
be

I f... I { ll'} ,, + { r}"

~

{ P}

..... (I/)

in wj'lich Lf...] = I/, L,- w"l.\1] 1, [f. I" and 1.\/ L, = the
stiffne ss and the mass matric es of the pile, {u } 1,
= the pile displac ement vector , {T}" = the soil
reactio n to pile, and {P} = the load vector for
The soil reactio n vector cr} I' is
the pile.
from:
d
obtaine

The first term of the right-h and side of Eq. 19
repres ents the soil displac ements caused by the
ring loading s on its own and the second term is
due to the neighb oring pile. The key parame ters
in Eq. 19 are illustr ated in Fig. 3. R repres ents
the distanc e betwee n the center of neighb oring
piles and (f'}, and (f } , are the ring loading
amplitu des of the second cavity .
Comple te soil-p ile displac ement compa tibility can
be attaine d by equatin g the displac ements of the
cavity and the pile in Eqs. 19 and 17, and this
result s in the follow ing equatio n for determ ining
the unknow n ring-lo ading vector s, {/" },, { r },,

(1'}, and (f } ,:

L(1

¢

111 (!") 1,1

1

1
1- hi f... 1- ) c{ r · } .. co!; 11 o +

~

J{r}r 0 ciO~-?.nr 0 {/'} 0

..... (I cl)

in which 1J = ?11r
of 11.

Let us consid er the soil-p ile displac ement comfor two intera cting piles as an
pa~ibility
exampl e. Using Eq. 16 we can repres ent the soil
displac ements along one of the two cavitie s as:
{ u·}
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is the modal matrix ; ";is the j-th genera lized
coeffi cient;
stiffne ss
the
f.'(w/u> 1)= l / l l - ( w / w 1).'+1?() 1(m/tA> 1)1; lA> 1 is
the
is
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and
cy;
frequen
l
natura
1
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circul
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in which

(

Cavity for

..... (/.0)
I i~ 1- ' { I' l - { u ,1 l
0 and 0 for other values

in which I", I and l.\1, I = the stiffne ss and mass
matric es of the structu re, { u . } = the struct ural
displac ement relativ e to the pile-ca p displa ce1
1
mentu1 ., (nl) ~(nl 1 .nl, ..... nl, .. ), {r) ~co.o ..... O.I),
and k, .. =the axial stiffne ss coeffi cient of the
NS-th level.
By using the modal coordi nates of the struct ural
model, the struct ural respon se { u . } is comple tely
determ ined by the pile-ca p displac ement u, (Kagaw a
and Kraft, 1981) as:

Neightorin g Cavi ly

'

11 ~

Struct ural Respon se
The vertic al vibrati on of a structu re with NS
levels will be modele d by lumped masses and
spring s. The dynami c equilib rium of this system
is given by:
.. .. . ( ;.> I )
( I " ., I - (A). 'I \1 • I ) { u .J ~ ( lA) .. { Ill } + h \ '; { I } ) u ,,

..... (I <J)

I

0

for

The soil-p ile displac ement compa tibility for a
genera l pile group can also be establi shed exactl y
in the same way.

11 C,.,) 1, 11 1C{ r' } , cos no+ { r ··}, !; 111 "o)

Cavity

1 } , !>~ 1111 o)

"

ln

{r} 1 ,~-

{

'i'

Eguilib rium at Struct ure Pile Cap Level
soil-p ilethe
equilib rium of
dynami c
The
structu re system can now be establi shed by con-

Soil Displac ements due to Ring Loadin g
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sidering the force and displacement compatibility
at the structural base. From the structural side,
this condition may be represented as:
Q = ~- \ s ( u \ •; - u ") + Q I = - k \ s ( I - w 2 (/

\

<, -

k \ •; IJ \ :; ) u " + CJ

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A series of parametric studies has been performed
to quantify the impact on seismic pile-group
responses of employing relaxed soil-pile displacement compatibility conditions.
Various
previous
studies have
shown that the key
dimensionless parameters controlling the pilegroup responses include 1) the relative soil-pile
compressibility factor, A.,=!-,, 1,.11 1., 2) the
slenderness ratio of pile, ll?r "' 3) the spacing
ratio between neighboring piles, Sl?r., 4) the
frequency of loading, tAJ, and 5) the number of
piles, among other parameters.
1- ,. I,, and 1: I
are the compressible stiffnesses of a pile and
soil, respectively.
I is the length of a pile
and S is the center-to-center distance between
two neighboring piles.
Seismic response of a pile-supported structure
is controlled by the pile movements due to a) the
inertial load from the superstructure and b) the
free-field soil deformation.
The former-type
responses are determined by the pile-head
stiffness and damping coefficients of the pile
group, and the latter-type responses can be
quantified by evaluating the seismic responses
of a pile group without a superstructure.
Therefore, these two types of responses are
discussed below.
Stiffness and Pamping of Pile Group
In the ·first series of analyses the soil was
assumed, for simplicity, to have homogeneous
properties with depth, while the key dimensionless
parameters were assumed to vary in the following
ranges to cover the variations of these parameters
for typical engineering problems:

I

..... (7 I)

in which Q = the resultant reaction from the
pile:o, u ,s = the displacement of the structure
at the NS-th level, u,. and !J,.
the NS-th
components of {cr} and {IJ}, and () 1 = the forcedvibration loading on the pile cap.
The force and displacement compatibility conditions in Eq. 24 can be coupled with those of the
pile-head forces and displacements as:

I 1- I< n

=

<c; >+

{

cf}

.....

C7~;)

in which the matrix IFI and the three vectors are
defined below.

f II
1 . ·1

/1 '

r...

f In
I .'n

- I
-

I

.....

I 1- I=

rIll/

-

(7(,)

I

k,

(,,is the pile-head displacement of the i-th pile
due
to
the
loading
on
j-th
pile,
k,=k,_,(l-cA.>.·u,,.-k_,:;b,,;),
1

{!'}

1

=(P 1 .f':·····P,.u,),

and { c/} 1 = ( 0. 0 ..... (J 1 ).
r, is the pile-head load on the i-th pile and 0,
is the pile-head displacement due to seismic
shaking.

{ c;}

= (-

U 1 • - CJ · ..... - c;,. 0),

Numerical Implementation
The analytical procedure presented in this paper
is efficient, but numerical evaluation of pilegroup interaction still involves tedious processes.
Therefore, special considerations were
given to minimize numerical efforts involved.
These included symmetry considerations and use
of discrete Fourier transforms to evaluate the
interaction soil displacements.
Symmetric Conditions.
A dramatic saving in
numerical computations may be achieved by taking
advantage of symmetry conditions for symmetrically arranged pile groups.
Soil Displacement due to Neighboring Pile.
The
compatibility equation in Eq. 20 needs to be
solved with appropriate pile-head and tip boundary
conditions
to
obtain
unknown
ring-loading
amplitudes.
Evalution of the displacements in
the first term of Eq. 20 is straight-forward, but
evaluation of the displacements due to a neighboring pile is time consuming.
As indicated in the second term in Eq. 20 the
dynamic soil displacement along a cavity varies
in the circumferential direction 0 due to the
ring loading acting on the neighboring cavity.
Therefore, this variation was represented by a
Fourier series involving symmetric and antimetric
displacement components in terms of 0.
This
process
was
conveniently
accomplished
by
employing a
numerically efficient
discrete
Fourier transform technique.

A. , = I 0 - I 000
I I? I,. =

S I 7 r ,,

=

?~'

- (

~;

7 - I0

rr,.=0-?.1

is

the dimensionless frequency defined by
in which I
is the shear-wave velocity
of soil. Number of piles in a pile group ranged
from 1 to 81.
For these ranges of soil-pile
parameters two sets of analyses were performed
to quantify the impact of adapting relaxed
soil-pile displacement compatibility conditions.
The first set employed only the 0-th order Fourier
terms of displacements and stress amplitudes (n
= 0) and the second set included up to the 2nd
order Fourier terms (n = 2). Employing only the
0-th order terms is equivalent to assuming that
representative interaction soil displacement is
equal to the displacement computed at the center
of a pile, while use of up to the 2nd order terms
allows us to enforce more rigorous soil-pile
compatibility conditions. This study showed that
the second set of analyses reproduced nearly
perfect soil-pile displacement compatibility in
most cases. Results of these extensive parametric
studies are highlighted below.
Figure
4
represents
normalized
pile-group
stiffness and damping coefficients of a 2-pile
group with a spacing ratio of 2. 1, is the stiffness
coefficient and C is the damping coefficient of
the pile group.
The stiffness coefficient is
normalized by static stiffness and the damping
coefficient is normalized by the product of static
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stiffnes s and circular frequenc y w. The figures
in Fig. 4 include a) two curves correspo nding to
the results of the above two sets of analyses and
Relaxed soil-pil e disb) single-p ile results.
placemen t compatib ility condition s are shown to
signific antly distort and amplify the pile-gro up
interacti on effects at a certain frequenc y range.
The two sets of analyses , however, give nearly
identica l interacti on effects at very low freIt
quencies and also at very high frequenc ies.
should also be noted that the pile-grou p
interacti on computed for n = 0 and n = 2 tended
to converge at a spacing ratio of 5 and that
varying pile stiffnes s had negligib le effect on
the differenc e between these two sets of results.
Similar results for a pile group with 25 (5 by
5) piles are shown in Fig. 5. Due to pile-gro up
interacti on the pile-grou p stiffnes s increase s
more than 20 times the static value, and the
damping coeffici ent increase s dramatic ally at low
frequency range. Again the pile-grou p interact ion
effects are distorted and overestim ated when
relaxed soil-pile displacem ent compati bility
condition s are employed .
use of relaxed soil-pile displacem ent compatibility condition s also has importan t effect on
the distribu tion of load among piles. Figure 6
represen ts impact on the pile-hea d load of
employin g relaxed compatib ility conditio ns. The
pile-hea d load for the corner and the center piles
is normaliz ed by the average pile-hea d load for
the static conditio n. Under the static conditio n
the corner pile has larger load than the center
pile, but this situation reverses as frequenc y
Relaxed soil-pil e compati bility
increase s.
condition s are shown to result in erroneou s
pile-hea d load.
The analytic al method presente d in this paper can
also evaluate the pure rocking response of a pile
group, by assuming that the rocking resistan ce
of a pile group comes mainly from the vertical
resistanc e of piles in the group. Based on this
simplifi cation the rocking stiffnes s and damping
of pile groups were computed for various soil-pil e
condition s to investig ate the impact of employin g
compati bility conditio ns.
relaxed soil-pile
Example results are shown in Figure 7 which
demonstr ates the pure rocking stiffnes s and
damping of 2 by 2 pile group with a spacing ratio
of 2. Again dependin g on the frequency range of
interest use of relaxed soil-pile displacem ent
compati bility condition s can give us unreliab le
dynamic stiffnes s and damping coeffici ents .
The results highligh ted in Figs. 4 through 7 are
for homogene ous soil conditio ns. Real subsurfa ce
conditio ns, however, are rarely homogene ous with
depth. Also nonhomog eneity is naturally created
A large
as a result of soil-pile interacti on.
portion of pile load is usually carried by the
soil near the ground surface, and this tends to
degrade the stiffnes s and strength of the soil
adjacent to the upper portion of a pile.
Therefor e, except when the ~oil in this portion
of a pile is stiff or the magnitud e of pile load
is reasonab ly small, the soil stiffnes s to a pile
tends to increase with depth.
Followin g the first series of analyses , which
involved homogene ous soil properti es with depth,
the second series of analyses involving soil
stiffnes ses linearly increasin g with depth were
performe d. As we would expect interacti on between
piles was signific antly less than that for
homogene ous soil cases, since large portion of
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Axial Response of Linearly Increasing
Soil Stiffness with Depth

pile load in this case is transferred to deeper
soil.
Figure 8 highlights results for 2 piles
with a spacing ratio of 2.
The dimensionless
frequency in this case is defined by lA)i.,/1
,,
in which I , is the shear-wave velocity of soil
at the pile tip.
The results in Fig. 8 implies
that the shortcomings of using relaxed soil-pile
compatibility conditions may not be pronounced
when the soil stiffness to pile increases with
depth.
Modified Free-Field Motion
0
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Responses of pile groups without a superstructure
to free-field shaking were computed next to
further quantify the impact of employing relaxed
soil-pile compatibility conditions.
This study
showed that the pile responses for the two sets
of compatibility conditions (n = 0 and 2) are
nearly identical for the ranges of dimensionless
parameters employed in this study.
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A numerically efficient procedure is presented
for evaluating seismic responses of an axially
loaded pile group.
The procedure was used to
quantify the impact on pile-group responses of
employing different levels of soil-pile displacement compatibility conditions. This study
clearly demonstrated that the limitations and
shortcomings of adapting relaxed soil-pile displacement compatibility conditions are not negligible for pile groups with relatively small
spacing ratios and with soil stiffnesses constant
or decreasing with depth.
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